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Abstract
Ingestion of a foreign body, the commonest being a coin, is a common problem in children. In most cases the coin will pass uneventfully through the gastrointestinal tract. However, on rare occasions it may become lodged in the oesophagus with subsequent extraluminal migration with the potential for serious complications such as vascular fistula or chronic suppurrative infection. A case is presented of extraluminal migration of a coin in the oesophageal associated with abscess formation in a 15 month old boy. This case is particularly important because the presenting symptom of wheezing led to the erroneous diagnosis of asthma, which resulted in a three month delay in investigation and treatment. In addition, it raises the issue of whether to perform chest radiography on newly diagnosed asthmatic patients to rule out the presence of a foreign body and thereby prevent serious complications.
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Case report
Approximately three months before admission to University Hospital Lewisham, a 15 month old boy was taken to his general practitioner when he started to wheeze and was diagnosed as having asthma. He did not have any other symptoms such as difficulty in swallowing his feeds or weight loss. He was treated with salbutamol and bectode inhalers but these failed to relieve his symptoms over a three month period. He subsequently developed a cough followed by a cyanotic episode and was taken to the local accident and emergency department where a diagnosis of croup was made. His symptoms improved slightly after two nebulisations of Pulmicort Respules and he was discharged with a referral to the outpatient paediatric clinic. The following day he was taken back to the same hospital because of wheezy breathlessness. On this occasion a chest radiograph revealed the presence of a coin in the region of the upper mediastinum (fig 1). He was transferred immediately to University Hospital Lewisham for further management.

On rigid oesophagscopy, an abnormal mass was identified in the anterior oesophageal wall but no coin was seen. Bronchscopy showed the mass distorting the posterior tracheal wall in the region of the upper mediastium. The coin had migrated through the wall of the oesophagus and was lying in an abscess cavity between the trachea and the oesophagus. An urgent lateral thoracotomy was performed and a one penny coin was retrieved. Seven days later a contrast study revealed a persistent oesophageal leak. He was kept nil by mouth for two weeks and a repeat contrast swallow showed complete resolution of the oesophageal leak. He remains well on full oral diet one year later.

Discussion
Foreign body ingestion or inhalation associated with acute symptoms such as coughing, cyanosis, dysphagia or dysnoea usually leads to prompt investigation and treatment if it is brought to the attention of the medical profession. However, when the event is not witnessed, or when these symptoms are absent, it is difficult to make a diagnosis of a foreign body in the aerodigestive tract without a high index of suspicion. In our case, no one had observed the ingestion of a coin and the clinical manifestation of the foreign body was wheezing. As in children wheezing is commonly linked to asthma it is not surprising that a diagnosis of asthma was made. However, this case emphasises the need to keep an open mind when diagnosing a child with a wheeze and raises the issue of whether to perform chest radiography on newly diagnosed asthmatic children in order to exclude the presence of a foreign body.

Ingested foreign bodies usually pass through the alimentary canal without any complications, but occasionally they may become lodged in the lumen of the oesophagus. The object commonly becomes impacted in the cervical oesophagus just below the cricopharyngeus. Only a small proportion of these foreign bodies perforate the oesophagus and even fewer migrate extraluminally. Blunt objects, such as coins, may cause perforation of the oesophagus by a mechanism that involves time, pressure and foreign body reaction,
which allows erosion of the oesophageal wall.\(^4\)\(^5\)

Generally, the complications of penetrating foreign bodies within the oesophagus include perioesophagitis, perioesophageal abscess, vascular fistula or carotid rupture.\(^6\) To avoid such serious complications, we feel that it is important to identify and remove any arrested foreign body in the oesophagus as a matter of urgency; this is well demonstrated in the case presented.

In the nine cases reported in the English literature, of extraluminal migration of coins in children that required surgical interventions,\(^3\)\(^4\)\(^5\)\(^7\) only two postoperative complications were documented. The first patient had a previously repaired congenital tracheo-oesophageal fistula and his ingested coin was lodged at the site of the repair and had eroded partly into the right bronchus and partly into the mediastinal tissue; postoperatively the fistula re-opened but closed spontaneously within four weeks.\(^4\) The other postoperative complication was a small posterior oesophageal fistula, which closed after two weeks of conservative management.\(^7\) In our case there was a small postoperative leak that meant that the child was not able to resume oral feeds for a few weeks.

In conclusion, this case illustrates clearly that not every child with a wheeze has asthma. In addition it may be wise to perform chest radiography on newly diagnosed asthmatics, especially those not responding to first line anti-asthma medications.
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